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Abstract 
A bar layout is a set of vertically oriented non-intersecting line segments, called bars, embedded in the plane. 
The visibility graph associated with a layout is defined as the graph whose vertices correspond to the bars and 
whose edges represent the horizontal visibilities between pairs of bars. 
Characterizations of the bar-representable graphs (those graphs which are the visibility graphs of some bar 
layout) are known (Tamassia nd Tollis, 1986; Wismath, 1985), and directed versions of the problem of deter- 
mining whether a graph is bar-representable have also been considered (see (S.K. Wismath, 1989)). In this paper, 
a weighted version of the problem is formulated and solved; namely, given a weighted graph, does there exist 
a corresponding layout in which the edge weights are commensurate with the amount of visibility between the 
corresponding pairs of bars. In particular, a polynomial time algorithm for the layout of such graphs is developed 
when ordering information is specified (for example, when an embedding of the graph must be respected). 
Determining bar-representability for weighted undirected graphs is equivalent to solving the following flow 
problem. Given an undirected weighted graph G, attach a source and sink to G, so that for some orientation of the 
edges, the resulting network is planar, acyclic, and uses all arcs of G to full capacity. We call this the Full Flow 
Existence problem. It is the connection of this flow problem to the problem of determining bar-representability 
of graphs that is exploited to solve the weighted case of the latter. 
Under a different model of visibility (the so-called "strong" model), the characterization results differ markedly, 
being NP-Complete in the undirected unweighted case (Andreae, 1992). Tamassia nd Tollis (1986) presented 
conditions for the strong visibility representation f directed unweighted ordered graphs were presented. In 
Section 5, these conditions are strengthened for the weighted case. 
1. Introduction 
Problems in several areas of computer science can be formulated in terms of the visibility (either 
real or abstract) among objects in a given domain. Frequently, the existence of these visibilities has 
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been taken for granted, and only recently have problems relating to the computational issues and 
the underlying structure been investigated. Visibility problems typically have arisen in VLSI wire 
routing, printed circuit board layout, graphics, motion planning, and also in less applied areas such as 
combinatorial mathematics and computational geometry. 
O'Rourke [13] suggests that 
... some of the fundamental unsolved problems involving visibility in computational geometry will 
not be solved until the combinatorial structure of visibility is more fully understood. Perhaps the 
purest condensation of this structure is a visibility graph. 
In general, the nodes of a visibility graph correspond to objects and the edges represent a visibility 
relation among the objects. Two objects may be defined as visible if a line segment could be drawn 
between them intersecting no other object. Attempts at characterizing visibility graphs have met with 
only limited success even for problems of a fairly restricted nature. Several types of objects have 
been investigated, including "boxes", non-intersecting curves [8], line segments [ 18,3,12,16,17], the 
vertices of polygons [4,5], and the sides of a polygon [9,13]. Various notions of visibility have also 
been considered (see [18]). In such problems, the direction or directions of visibility (known as the 
line-of-sight) may be specified and the amount of visibility between objects may be of concern. Perhaps 
the most constrained version (and the one investigated here) involves parallel line segments as the 
objects which are visible along a single fixed line-of-sight which is perpendicular to the objects. This 
is a natural starting point for the more complete understanding of the more general versions. 
A layout is defined as a set of vertically oriented non-intersecting line segments (called bars) 
embedded in the plane. A visibility relation exists between pairs of bars: in this paper, two bars 
and ~ are defined as visible if a non-degenerate rectangle R can be drawn with two opposite sides 
consisting entirely of portions of ~ and ~ and such that the interior of R contains no portion of 
any bar. This condition of rectangular visibility (also known as "e-visibility"), rather than segment 
visibility (generally referred to as "strong visibility"), is used to formally capture the notion of the 
"amount of visibility" between bars. A layout has an associated visibility graph, G, whose vertices, 
V(G), correspond to the bars and whose edges, E(G), represent the visibility relation. Fig. 1 shows 




Fig. 1. Bar layout and associated graph. 
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Fig. 2. Non-bar-representable graph. 
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The implications of choosing the e definition of visibility rather than strong visibility, are somewhat 
subtle and will be addressed more fully in Section 5. The two definitions of visibility give rise to 
different classes of visibility graphs 3 and a recent result by Andreae [2] shows that the problem of 
determining whether a given triconnected graph is a strong-visibility graph, is NP-Complete. However, 
under the e-visibility model, the characterization f those graphs that correspond to some bar layout-- 
the bar-representable graphs--and efficient algorithms for recognizing such graphs and constructing 
an associated layout were described by Wismath [19] and independently b Tamassia nd Tollis [18]. 
Planarity is a necessary condition for bar-representability; since the rectangles representing the 
visibilities of a layout do not properly intersect, the edges of the corresponding graph need not 
intersect. (In fact, this planarity argument holds for connected curves other than bars too and also for 
the strong visibility model, but does not extend for more than one line-of-sight.) Not all planar graphs, 
however, are bar-representable. Fig. 2 shows a planar non-bar-representable graph--the smallest such 
graph in terms of the number of edges. 
As defined, the visibility relation is symmetric, but the bars of a layout exhibit a natural partial 
ordering, namely a left-to-right order. If bars ~ and ~ are visible, then one is further to the left than 
the other. Arcs (directed edges) in the graph may be used to capture this notion of directed visibility. 
The characterization f bar-representability for directed graphs relies heavily on this partial ordering. 
A directed graph G is said to be bar-representable if there exists an associated layout L(G) consistent 
with the orientations of the arcs, namely that bar ~ is left of and visible to ~ in L(G) iff (u, v) is an 
arc of G. 
The amount of visibility between bars (i.e., the vertical width of the maximum visibility rectangle) 
may also be naturally expressed in the associated graph, by the addition of weights to the edges. 
(Hereafter, "weighted" will mean "edge-weighted" and the weight of an edge or arc e will be denoted 
as weight(e)). Accordingly, a weighted graph G is bar-representable if there exists an associated 
layout whose visibilities between bars are commensurate with the weights of the corresponding edges 
of G. Furthermore, to avoid the introduction of multiple edges, the bars are assumed to be displaced 
vertically so that there is at most one visibility rectangle between any pair of bars, thus creating a 
visibility graph that is simple. 
3 The class of strong visibility graphs is a proper subset of the class of e-visibility graphs. 
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Note, however, that a particular layout corresponds more precisely to a graph in which the cyclic 
ordering about each vertex is fixed, corresponding to the ordering of visible neighbors about each 
bar. A graph will be called ordered if in addition to the vertex adjacency information, the (counter- 
clockwise) cyclic ordering about each vertex is specified. If an ordered graph G can be embedded on 
the sphere with no edge crossings, preserving the cyclic ordering of the vertices, then G will be called 
an embeddable graph. Thus, any particular plane embedding (denoted as ~) is a concrete realization 
of an ordering and this ordering may be specified in linear time. Conversely, given an ordering G of 
a graph, the problem of determining whether G has a plane embedding is solvable in linear time, as 
is the actual construction of the embedding, as shown by Kirkpatrick [10]. 
The bar-representability problem for graphs has several variants depending upon the attributes of 
the given graph, namely, whether it is weighted and/or directed and/or ordered. To avoid excessive 
usage of these adjectives, it will be assumed that the graph is undirected, unweighted and unordered 
unless otherwise specified. 
In Section 2, we review some of the previous results concerning visibility graphs of line segments. 
Determining bar-representability for weighted undirected graphs will be solved by initially transforming 
to a network flow type problem to be described in Section 3. This problem involves finding a full 
flow in a capacitated undirected graph and is interesting in its own right. Section 4 presents the main 
contribution of this paper, namely a polynomial time solution to the Full Flow Existence problem 
for weighted undirected ordered graphs and, as a consequence, a solution to the associated bar- 
representability problem. In a companion paper the results for the unordered case (i.e., the case in 
which the topology of the embedding is not fixed) will be reported. Section 5 briefly describes the 
effect of changing to the strong model of visibility. Section 6 concludes the paper with a summary of 
the main results. 
2. Previous results on bar-representability 
In this section we review visibility results that have significance to the problem of bar- 
representability. Bar-representability can be partitioned into four major cases depending upon whether 
the given graph is directed or not, and weighted or not. Three of these cases have been previously 
investigated. 
2.1. The directed cases 
Determining whether a given directed weighted graph G is bar-representable, can be accomplished 
in linear time (see [ 19,20,13] for a more detailed account). The argument involves the construction of 
a graph N(G) obtained by introducing two vertices S and T, adding the arcs (S, v) for all vertices 
v with the property that inweight(v) < outweight(v)4, and adding the arcs (w, T) for all vertices w 
with the property that inweight(w) > outweight(w). The weights on each of these arcs is set to be the 
absolute value of the difference between the in- and out-weights, and is used to ensure that each vertex 
ultimately has balanced weight in the augmented graph. The arc (S', T) is included with a weight of 1 
4 The inweight (respectively outweight) of a vertex v is defined as the sum of the weights of  the incoming (respectively 
outgoing) arcs incident upon v. 
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to ensure the existence of a planar embedding of N(G) with both S and T on the exterior face. If the 
resulting graph is planar and acyclic, then G has a layout consistent with the directions and weights 
specified and the layout is constructible from a plane embedding of N(G) by partitioning the vertices 
into sections based upon the length of the longest directed path from S. 
More specifically, let the X-coordinate of bar g be denoted as X(g) and let TOP(g) and 
BOT-I'OM(g) represent respectively the Y-coordinate of the top and bottom of g in the layout. Let G 
be a plane embedding of N(G) with S and T on the exterior face. This embedding is then modified; 
the vertices are arranged in discrete vertical "columns" with all arcs oriented left-to-right. The layout 
is created by deforming the vertices carefully into bars as follows. 
Deform the embedding of ~ so that the vertices lie in k vertical sections: 
• S is in section 1; 
• for all v ~ S, v is in section i iff all left neighbors of v are in sections less than i and at least 
one left neighbor is in section i - 1. 
As a consequence, note that no two vertices of the same section are adjacent. 
On each arc a passing through a section, subdivide the arc by introducing a "pseudo-vertex", thus 
creating a new plane embedding ~'. The two arcs created by the split each inherit the weight of arc a. 
The vertices in a section will be indexed from top to bottom. Let vii denote the jth vertex (real or 
pseudo) in section i. Construct an associated layout as follows. 
Let ISl = ~ weight((S, v)), X(S) = 1, and let TOP(S) be arbitrarily chosen. Then the length and 
the top of each bar g ¢ S will be a function of the length and top of its neighbors in the previous 
section. 
Igij l = weight(vi_l,k, vij) (i.e., the sum of the weights of all back edges). 
TOP(Yil) = TOP(S), 
TOP(Yij) = BOTTOM(gi,j_I) V j > 1, 
x (%)  = i. 
Removal of the bars corresponding to pseudovertices and S and T yields a layout corresponding 
to G. 
The construction assures that (vii, vi+l,k) E E(G') if and only if gij sees gi+l,k for the specified 
width. 
Note that all vertices have at least one neighbor in the previous ection and therefore the length of 
all bars is greater than zero. The balancing of inweight and outweight for each vertex implies that all 
bars in the layout have equal amounts of left and right visibility; and the acyclicity constraint ensures 
that no sequence of bars wraps around on itself. 
Remark. Note that the construction is linear in the number of vertices and edges of the embedding G'. 
The number of pseudovertices introduced in the algorithm may be O(n2), however, the construction 
need not actually create (and later delete) them, they are used here merely to simplify the description 
of the algorithm. The length and top of bars corresponding to real vertices may be computed by 
considering only the original arcs of G and thus the algorithm is linear in the size of G. 
For directed unweighted graphs, the amount of visibility in the layout is not specified but the 
characterization is similar to the directed weighted case. Vertices with indegree of zero or outdegree 
of zero effect the role of the unbalanced vertices in the previous case and auxiliary arcs are added 
from S and to T. If the resulting graph is planar and acyclic, then weights may be assigned to the 
arcs by the algorithm as the layout is constructed and, as above, a single linear time sweep suffices. 
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Fig. 3. H + of non-bar-representable graph H. 
2.2. The undirected unweighted case 
If neither the weights nor directions for the edges of G are specified, the problem of determining a 
corresponding layout of bars can be reformulated asselecting suitable weights and directions for each 
edge. However, it is the structure of the graph that is the critical factor in bar-representability. I  is in 
this respect hat the undirected unweighted characterization more explicitly displays the fundamental 
nature of bar-representability than the directed cases. 
Biconnected components urn out to be the "building blocks" of bar layouts and it is the manner 
of their interconnection that determines bar-representability. Graph G is biconnected if it contains no 
articulation vertex 5. Note that it is neither the existence nor the number of articulation vertices that is 
significant; for example, all trees are bar-representable, y tall nonleaf vertices of trees are articulation 
vertices. Nonetheless, the first crucial step in characterizing the class of bar-representable graphs is to 
prove that all planar biconnected graphs are bar-representable. Any bar-representable graph can then 
be characterized ashaving a biconnected planar "completion"; that is, two vertices may be added and 
attached with edges to the graph creating a planar biconnected graph. The proof of this result relies on 
a modified s-t numbering of the vertices of the graph. An alternate, non-constructive, characterization 
follows as a consequence. Let G be any graph and define G + as the one vertex extension of G: 
V(C +) = V(C)  U {x}, 
E(G +) = E(G)  U {(x,v) [ v is an articulation vertex of G}. 
Fig. 3 shows the graph H + corresponding to the non-bar-representable graph H of Fig. 2. 
Theorem 2.1 [19]. An undirected unweighted graph G is bar-representable iff G + is planar. 
Tamassia and Tollis [18] independently discovered this characterization f the bar-representable 
graphs and phrased the characterization similarly. They also investigated the effect of altering the 
definition of visibility. For example, they presented necessary conditions for a graph to be a strong 
visibility graph. Recently, Andreae [2] has shown that the problem of determining whether a given 
A vertex is an articulation vertex if its removal would disconnect the graph. 
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Fig. 4. Violation of the in-out property. 
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triconnected graph is a strong visibility graph, is NP-Complete. This result stands in stark contrast to 
the linear time recognition and characterization algorithms for bar-representable graphs and emphasizes 
the importance and subtlety of the underlying definition of visibility used. 
Rival and Urrutia [15] have considered a problem equivalent to bar-representability. Instead of visi- 
bilities between bars, the translations of the bars along a given direction and the resulting obstructions 
or blockings are considered. These results highlight he important role of ordered sets in visibility and 
motion planning problems. (Foldes [6], for example, considers the case when the directions associ- 
ated with the objects are not all the same.) In particular, the characterization by Rival and Urrutia 
may be paraphrased as: an undirected unweighted graph G is bar-representable iff G is a truncated 
planar lattice (i.e., a planar lattice with max and min elements removed). This is a particularly elegant 
formalization of the previously noted characterization as having a "planar biconnected completion". 
The following simple but crucial lemma will be exploited in later sections and will be referred to 
as the "consecutive-in-out-flow property" 6. The bars of a layout are partially ordered by their left- 
to-right visibility relation. Thus, in the associated directed graph, there must be no directed cycle. An 
important consequence of this acyclic requirement is that the in and out arcs about each vertex in any 
embedding are clustered. 
Lemma 2.2. For each vertex v of an ordered directed bar-representable graph G, the in-arcs (re- 
spectively out-arcs) are arranged consecutively about v. 
Proof. Consider an embedding of G with S and T included as previously specified, and in which 
some vertex v has at least two in and two out-arcs arranged as in Fig. 4. The two in-arcs must be a 
part of a path from S, creating a Jordan curve, with one of the two out-arcs at v on the inside and the 
other on the outside. Since these two arcs must each form a path to T, one of these two paths must 
intersect the Jordan curve, creating a directed cycle. [] 
Note that the converse of Lemma 2.2 is not true. If all vertices atisfy this property, acyclicity is 
not guaranteed. (As a simple counter-example consider a unit-weighted directed ring of vertices.) 
6 Both Rosenstiehl and Tarjan [16] and Tamassia nd Tollis [18] also note and prove this property. 
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3. The Full Flow Existence problem 
When the given graph is weighted but not directed, the problem of determining bar-representability 
becomes ignificantly more difficult, especially in the absence of ordering constraints, and the refor- 
mulation as a full flow problem is convenient. In the previous directed case, the "consecutive-in-out 
flow" property severely constrained the topology of the layout and in the unweighted cases (both 
directed and undirected), the balancing conditions at interior vertices were of little real concern since 
suitable weights could always be chosen. However, when the weights are fixed and the directions 
on edges are unspecified, the problem reduces to a partitioning-type roblem on each interior vertex 
since the inweight and outweight of such vertices must be balanced. The problem of partitioning a
set of weights into two subsets of equal weight is known to be NP-Complete (in the weak sense [7]). 
However, the partitions about the interior vertices are not independent and furthermore, vertices that 
have no exactly balanced partition must appear on the exterior face. The decisions on how to balance 
each vertex depend not only on the local possibilities, but also on the global structure of the graph. As 
shall be shown, the structure of the graph does induce sufficient dependency among the partitionings 
for the entire problem to be solvable in polynomial time. The necessary global constraints are more 
readily apparent if the problem is reformulated as a type of flow existence problem. Informally, the 
flow existence problem is, given an undirected weighted planar graph, to attach a source and sink and 
to determine an orientation of the edges that results in a planar acyclic network that admits a flow 
using all arcs to full capacity. 
More formally, a network is defined as a directed weighted graph (where weights are interpreted as 
capacities) with unique source 7 s and unique sink t joined by the arc (s, t) with associated capacity 
of 1. A network N is said to admit a full flow if, 
• N is planar, 
• N is acyclic, 
• for all vertices v ~ s,t, ~-~w eight((v,w)) ----- ~-~'~u weight((u,v)). 
The Full Flow Existence problem can now be stated as, given an undirected weighted planar 
graph G, 
• add two designated vertices, s, a source, and t, a sink, and attach them to G, creating a planar 
graph G* (called a web), 
• associate non-negative weights with the newly introduced arcs, 
• and orient the edges of G* so that the resulting network admits a full flow. 
This flow formulation emphasizes the three degrees of freedom present, namely, the attaching of the 
source and sink (preserving planarity), the assignment of weights to these arcs, and the assignment of 
directions to the original edges of the graph. Each operation presents exponentially many possibilities 
if attempted in a naive fashion. Our algorithm actually reverses the order of the last two stages, 
postponing the assignment of weights to the new edges until after the edges have been directed. 
For example, consider the weighted graph H in Fig. 5, which is not a bar-representable graph in its 
weighted form, but which is bar-representable in its unweighted form. That H is not a bar-representable 
graph can be verified by checking all possible orientations of the edges and then applying the results 
obtained on directed weighted bar-representable graphs, namely, for each orientation, attach super 
7A source (respectively sink) of a directed graph is defined as a vertex with no incoming (respectively outgoing) arcs 
incident upon it. 
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Fig. 5. A non-bar-representable graph. 
vertices S and T to the unbalanced vertices as described in Section 2.1. This procedure is clearly not 
computationally viable in general, as it involves an overhead factor of 21El. Phrased in terms of full 
flows, the problem is to introduce a source s and sink t and to attach and assign weights to arcs to 
H, creating a web H* and then to determine the existence of a full flow on one of the associated 
networks. In general, the algorithm will first try all possible attachments of the source and sink and 
then check for successful orientations. The search space for each step must be reduced to avoid the 
exponential explosion. This will be described in the next section. 
Note that a particular full flow directly corresponds to a directed weighted bar-representable graph. 
An algorithm for laying out such graphs was presented in Section 2.1. 
4. Full flows of weighted ordered graphs 
In this section, a polynomial time solution to the Full Flow Existence problem for weighted ordered 
graphs will be presented, and hence to the problem of bar-representability for weighted undirected 
ordered graphs. The detailed consideration of the unordered case which builds on the results of this 
paper, is taken up in a companion paper [11]. 
In the ordered case, the consecutive-in-out-flow property helps to limit the choices and the necessary 
absence of directed cycles further reduces the number of possible partitions. It is the exploitation of 
these two properties that in effect drives the algorithm for this weighted undirected but ordered case. 
Our primary objective is to place both the ordered and unordered versions of the problem in the 
complexity class P by presenting polynomial time algorithms to solve them. The degrees of the 
polynomials in the analyses of the algorithms for the two cases (ordered and unordered) are not small; 
however, we have intentionally sacrificed efficiency for clarity. The efficiency of the algorithms can 
almost certainly be improved at the expense of an even more detailed exposition. 
4.1. Ordered web formation 
When the ordering information of the given weighted graph G is specified, all webs may be created. 
The first stage of the algorithm is to consider all faces of G as the external face into which s and t 
are to be embedded. Since G is a (connected) planar graph, there are O(n) possible external faces to 
be examined, where n is the number of vertices in G. If there are k vertices on a particular external 
face, then there are (2 k) ways to separate the vertices into two groups: "potentially s-adjacent" and 
"potentially t-adjacent". However, each vertex on the exterior face may be attached or not attached. 
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Fig. 6. A graph, a web; two full flows and their layouts. 
This would incur an O(2 k) overhead if only the positively weighted arcs were considered. The overhead 
for each external face may be contained to O(k 2) if all k vertices are attached with arcs planarly to 
either s or t but such arcs may be weighted as zero which will indicate no flow along the arc. Thus, 
in all, O(n 3) webs will be generated and examined. 
Since the bar-representability problem has now been reexpressed in terms of full flows, it is perhaps 
natural to consider whether standard techniques developed for solving maximum flow problems can be 
applied to frill flows. Given a particular ordered web W, replace each edge by two oppositely directed 
arcs, each with the original edge capacity, and assign infinite capacity to the s and t adjacent arcs, 
creating a directed network W ~. Now, it is clear that a particular maximum flow for W' does not 
necessarily correspond to a full flow for W, since there will always exist a maximum flow for W', but 
W may have no full flow. Furthermore, there exist full flows that are not maximum flows, as exhibited 
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in Fig. 6, for example. It remains an open problem to determine if the existence of a full flow in W, 
necessarily implies the existence of some full flow whose total capacity is equal to the maximum flow 
of the corresponding directed network. However, even an affirmative answer to this open problem is 
not directly useful for solving the full flow problem, since all maximum flows must be examined, and 
there may be an exponential number of different flows of maximum value. As a final argument that 
maximum flows have little connection to full flows, note that if W is non-planar, then it has been 
shown in [20] that the Full Flow Existence problem is NP-Complete, whereas tandard (polynomial 
time bounded) algorithms exist for determining a maximum flow. This proof of NP-Completeness is a 
standard reduction from the Planar One-in-Three Sat problem and holds even if W is "almost" planar, 
in the sense that only the s and t incident arcs introduce dge crossings in W. Since the algorithm in 
the following section solves the Full Flow Existence problem for planar webs, in polynomial time, it 
must therefore xploit the planarity of W. 
Finally, note that it is the fact that the weights on the s and t incident arcs are unknown that 
drives the NP-Completeness result referenced above. If the s and t attachments o G are specified 
and the associated weights are also explicitly given, then the Full Flow Existence problem reduces to 
an orientation problem which has a straightforward (linear time) greedy solution--see [19]. However, 
if the s and t connections are designated but their actual weights are not specified, then a different 
approach is required. 
4.2. Full flows for an ordered web 
Given a single ordered web in which the s and t connections without weights are specified, the 
algorithm described in this section determines a full flow if one exists. Note that knowledge of the 
direction of any edge in the graph has consequences that propagate throughout the graph. Consider, 
for example, Fig. 9b. If edge (v, w) were known to be directed from v to w then edge (w, x) must be 
directed out to balance the flow at vertex v. In Fig. 9a, vertex v is adjacent to s and if some positive 
flow is accepted from s, then (v, w) must be directed from v to w. (Otherwise, either a directed cycle 
is produced or v is not balanced.) Suppose (v, w) is oriented from v to w, then the direction of some 
"corresponding" edge is also known (see Fig. 9b). 
Initially, with each edge e is associated the two arcs representing the two possible orientations of e. 
The set of all arcs is partitioned into equivalence classes, called nets, so that knowing the direction 
of any edge of the web necessarily implies the orientation of all arcs of the net containing that 
orientation of the edge. At all times, there is a single set of arcs chosen by the algorithm (i.e., edges 
whose directions are known), called the fixed net, and O(n) mirror pairs of nets representing the edges 
whose directions are not yet established. 
After the nets have been computed, the algorithm then consists of a four stage process: 
• Each net is individually tested with the fixed net to determine whether either of the two possible 
orientations of the net is inconsistent with the fixed net. 
• Groups of unfixed nets may intersect in such a way that forces them to be merged together. Such 
groups are determined and merged by checking for inconsistencies (i.e., directed cycles) between 
pairs of nets. 
• Some of the unfixed nets may intersect he new fixed net in a manner that forces them to be 
merged into the fixed net. 
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• From each of the remaining pairs of unfixed nets one net can now be chosen and merged into 
the fixed net. 
If there exists an orientation of the edges of the original web creating a full flow, then the algorithm 
will produce a planar acyclic network representing some full flow. 
More formally, given an ordered web G*, each edge (u, v) has potentially two possible directions, 
namely, the arcs (u, v) and (v, u). Define an equivalence r lation forces between pairs of arcs: (u, v) 
forces (w, x) if in all acyclic orientations of the web G* representing a full flow, either (u, v) and 
(w, x) appear, or (v, u) and (x, w) appear. This relation creates a set of equivalence classes of arcs 
called nets. Since each edge may be oriented in either of two directions, these nets come in pairs of 
mirror images. 
The problem initially could be viewed as one of choosing one of the two possible directions for each 
edge of the web G*, but once these nets have been constructed, the problem reduces to choosing one 
net from each pair of mirror nets. Once a direction for an edge has been chosen, the entire associated 
net of arcs is chosen. 
It is the construction of the nets that is computationally involved. The algorithm initially determines 
a single net whose orientation isfixed by the topology of the web, and many pairs of mirror nets that 
are "unfixed". Nets are built from dependent subnets that are initially constructed by considering local 
information at each vertex, and then subsequently merged based upon global relationships. 
Two nets will be called disjoint if they are not mirror images (and hence have no edge in common). 
Define an extreme vertex as one adjacent to s or t in G*. The local properties of subnets (from the fixed 
net or unfixed nets) about a single vertex will be investigated first. For a vertex v to have balanced in- 
and out-flow, it is clear that if edge (u, v) is directed from u to v, then some edge must be directed 
outwards from v. The following lemma shows how such an edge can be determined locally. 
Lemma 4.1. I f  G* has a full flow, then for all non-extreme vertices v, if (u, v) is an arc of net N, 
then some corresponding arc (v, w) of N can be determined which is forced by (u, v). 
Proof. Let the incident edges about v be in clockwise order, e0, ex, . . . ,  en (n >~ 1) with associated 
weights wo, w l , . . . ,  Wn, where eo represents he arc (u, v). Let T = (1/2) ~]n=0 wi and let Wn+l = w0, 
for notational convenience. See Fig. 7. 
Determine two groups of consecutively ordered edges from e0 clockwise and counter-clockwise 
whose weights sum to no more than T. Let k be the maximum subscript of an edge such that 
k //; ~'-~i=0 i ~< T, and let l be the least subscript of an edge such that ~n+l  wi <<, T. 
e I 
fl 
Fig. 7. Corresponding edges. 
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Consider an edge ej (k < j < l). Recall that by the "consecutive in out flow", Lemma 2.2, all the 
inarcs of v are arranged consecutively about v in all full flows. Suppose that edge ej is directed in to 
v, then either all the arcs e0, e] , . . .  ,ej  or all the arcs ej, e j+ l , . . .  ,en+l are directed into v. In either 
case, the flow into v would exceed T and vertex v could not be balanced. 
More formally, since 
k n+l  
i=0 i=l 
(by the definition of T), therefore, 
n l - I  
Z + w0- 2T. 
i=0 i=k+l  
n 1-1 But Y'~,i=o wi = 2T and hence, ~i=k+l  wi ~ wo. 
All the weights wi are strictly greater than zero, since v is not extreme and therefore k + 1 is less 
than or equal to l - l, implying the existence of at least one edge between ek and ez which is (locally) 
forced by e0 in a full flow. [::] 
l -1  For constructing the nets, it is necessary to note that if w0 is strictly less than Y~-i=k+l wi in the 
above proof, then there must exist an edge (necessarily adjacent to e0) that is also forced into v in 
net N. The edges ek+l , . . .  ,et-1 may be conceptually collapsed into a single edge and the lemma 
applied again, relabelling the new edge as the known edge e0, but directed out of v. The set of edges 
forced by the new (collapsed) edge will include the previous e0 and at least one other edge. 
This lemma may be interpreted as asserting that a net "passes through" vertex v, i.e., there is an 
arc into v and an arc out of v in net N. A natural question then is to ask at which vertices do nets 
terminate (i.e., not pass through). Nets that are not part of the fixed net, have their endpoints at the 
extreme vertices. Only the fixed net shall be shown to terminate at s and t and, in fact, that is why 
its direction is determined, and also why there is only a single fixed net. 
If the weights on the extreme arcs of the form (s, v / or (v, t / were known to be strictly greater than 
zero, then Lemma 4.1 would also hold for extreme vertices. However, since the weights on these arcs 
are unknown and potentially zero, the existence of a corresponding forced arc is not assured. Consider 
for example, Fig. 8. Using the notation of Lemma 4.1, the edges ek and ez are consecutive (and 
k x-~n+l hence no edge is forced by {s, v}) exactly when ~--~i=0 wi = l_.,i=t wi = T .  Under these conditions, 
a weaker claim can still be made, namely that one of ek or et must be directed out from v. Since it 
C 
eee 




Fig. 8. Pseudo-arc. 
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is not possible to determine a priori which of the two edges of such a vertex v is forced, we insert 
an unweighted pseudo-arc Pv between ek and el--out if v is s-adjacent, or in if v is t-adjacent, as in 
Fig. 8. Although a pseudo-arc Pv is not an actual arc of the web, it will be treated as a forced arc, 
since one ek or et must be directed out of v in any full flow. 
Lemma 4.2. If G* has a full flow, then for each extreme vertex v, if (s, v) (respectively (v, t)) is an 
arc of a net N, then there exists some forced corresponding arc (possibly pseudo) (v, w) (respectively 
(w, v)) in N. 
Proof. If vertex v is adjacent to both s and t, then the lemma holds trivially with (v, t) and (s, v) as 
the forced corresponding arcs. Now, without loss of generality, assume that v is adjacent to s and not 
to t. Recall that by the "consecutive in out flow property", the inarcs and outarcs about v are arranged 
consecutively in any full flow. 
There are three cases: 
• ~ i=0 wi > .= wi. Then ek must be directed out, otherwise the flow at v could not be balanced. 
• ~--~i=0k wi < ~n~l.= wi. Similarly, ez must be directed out for v to be balanced. 
• ~ i=0 wi wi. In any full flow, ek and et can not both be directed in to v since then the 
inflow would exceed the outflow at v. In this case a pseudo-arc Pv serves as the correspondingly 
forced arc. [] 
The preceding lemma establishes the existence of an initial fixed subnet. Another consequence of
the previous two lemmas is that at any vertex v, the relation "forces", locally partitions the arcs of 
net N at v into two corresponding subsets, called bundles: those forced into v and those forced out of 
v in N. Note that the mirror net of N must contain the same bundles, only directed in the opposite 
direction. The two bundles associated with a net N, at non-extreme vertex v will be denoted as Nv 
and Nv t, respectively, the in-directed arcs and the out-directed arcs of N at v. 
The arcs of Nv must appear consecutively about v, again as a consequence of the "consecutive- 
in-out-flow" lemma. By the same argument, if two disjoint nets M and N intersect at a vertex v, 
then in any full flow, either the clockwise or counterclockwise order about v must be MvNvM~N" as 
otherwise a directed cycle would be formed. 
The previous lemmas indicate a strategy for the preliminary computation of the fixed and unfixed 
pairs of subnets: Compute the bundling information for the edges at each vertex and form the union 
of the subnets induced by the lemmas, yielding a set of mirror pairs of nets called induced subnets 
and a single initial fixed net. 
Note that these induced subnets may not be independent; hey may intersect in a manner which 
implies they are forced, either to each other, or to the fixed net. Fortunately, such intersections may 
be detected efficiently. The algorithm treats two cases typified by the following examples. See Fig. 9. 
• Case 1: In 9c induced subnet I intersects the fixed subnet F twice, in effect forcing I to flow in 
the direction from u to v. (Otherwise a directed cycle is created.) 
• Case 2: Induced subnets may also be forced by the nature of their intertwining. In 9d, neither I
nor J is forced when considered individually, however their intersection forces them. Again only 
one pair of orientations from the mirror pairs, ( / "down"  and J "up") does not introduce a cycle. 
The testing for forcedness for a given pair of subnets may be achieved by determining if a directed 
graph contains a directed cycle--a linear time operation (via topological sorting) [1]. Still, there may 
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Fig. 9. Nets--forced and induced. 
exist ~9(n) induced pairs of subnets. To check all collections of two or more subnets for interdependent 
forcedness would be prohibitively expensive. Fortunately, not all such collections of subnets need be 
checked; Lemma 4.4 below, shows that checking disjoint pairs suffices. The induced subnets remaining 
after this stage reflect he fact that there may exist many full flows for G*. 
The details of implementing the above overview will now be supplied. Let F be the initial fixed 
subnet of maximal size obtainable by Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. The direction of the fixed net is forced 
under all full flows. However, either subnet from each mirror pair of unfixed nets may appear in 
different full flows. 
The next step is to consider the effect of choosing one of the induced subnets from a mirror pair of 
subnets. If net M intersects net N at vertex v, then M is said to intersect N properly, if the in-arcs 
(respectively out-arcs) of M appear clockwise of the in-arcs (respectively out-arcs) of N at v; and M 
intersects N counter-properly if N intersects M properly. (Informally, M intersects N properly if N 
flows left to fight iff M flows top to bottom.) 
Lemma 4.3. /f  induced subnet I intersects the fixed net F at two vertices Vl , ~)2, once properly and 
once counter-properly, then I is forced. 
Proof. If the fixed net F does not contain a pseudo-arc at v~ or •2, then there are four cases (three 
of which will be shown to reduce to the first). If pseudo-arcs are involved at vl or v2, then there are 
two further cases to consider. 
Case 1. There exists a directed path in I and one in F between Vl and v2. Then I is forced to flow 
from Vl to v2, otherwise a directed cycle would be introduced. 





Fig. 10. Proper intersection of M and N. 
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Fig. 11. Case 1. 
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Fig. 13. Case 3. 
Case 2, There exists a directed path in I from Vl to '0 2 and not in F.  Vertices vl and '0 2 must have 
a common ancestor or descendent in F.  Suppose Vl and v2 have a common ancestor z in F .  Net I 
must cross the (x, v2) path properly or the (z, Vl) path counter-properly. Hence Case 1 applies for 
some pair of  vertices on I .  
Case 3. There exists a directed path in F from vl to v2 and not in I .  Then vertices vt and v2 must 
have a common ancestor or descendent in I .  Suppose vl and v2 have a common ancestor z in I .  
Again, Case 1 applies as either path (z, Vl) or (z, v2) crosses F a second time. 
Case 4. There is no directed path in F and no directed path in I from Vl to v2. Vertices Vl and v2 
must have a common ancestor or descendent in I .  Suppose vl and v2 have a common descendent z 




Fig. 14. Case 4. 
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Fig. 15. Case 5. 
in I. Then they have some descendent y that is adjacent to t. If F intersects path (x, y), then Case 1 
applies. Otherwise, y has a forced path P from s by Lemma 4.2. Path P must cross F or I and hence 
Case 1 applies for some pair of vertices on I. 
Now consider the case when induced net I intersects two pseudonets at vl and v (once properly and 
once counter-properly). Note that vl and v must be extreme vertices and hence there are two cases. 
Case 5. v I and v are both s-adjacent. Then I is of the form (or symmetric to) Fig. 15. 
Suppose I is directed from vl to v. Consider the edges ek and et that define Pv (el could be an edge 
on I). By Lemma 4.2, either ek or ez is directed out. If e l is an edge of I then ek is forced out. In any 
case, there exists an edge contained entirely within the closed simple curve defined by (s, vl), I, (v, s) 
that is out-forced. The induced net associated with this edge must cross I forming a directed cycle. 
Therefore I is forced to flow from v to vl (and no such directed cycle occurs). The case when V 1 and 
v are t-adjacent is similar. 
Case 6. vl is s-adjacent and v2 is t-adjacent. Then I is of the form (or symmetric to) Fig. 16. The 
pseudonets Pvl and Pv2 have defining edges ek, et and e]~)2, e72 respectively. 
Suppose I is directed from v2 to vl. Then there exists at least one edge e~ out of vl and one edge 
e L into v2 by Lemma 4.2. The nets induced by e~ and e L must then lead to t and from s respectively. 
Furthermore, they must either intersect each other or I and form a directed cycle. Thus I must be 
forced from V 1 to V 2. 
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Fig. 16. Case 6. 
The above arguments may also be applied if I intersects a forced net once and a pseudonet once. [] 
Induced subnets of the form in the above lemma can be merged into the fixed network F,  and 
the mirror subnet discarded yielding an updated fixed net. For each remaining unforced mirror pair 
of subnets, label as I the subnet forming a preferred orientation, namely the one in which the net 
intersects F properly at all vertices. Since each net contains at least two extreme vertices each of 
which is also in F,  there are at least two intersections. The mirror subnet of I (which flows in 
counter-preferred orientation) will be denoted by 7. 
The dependencies among the induced subnets themselves can now be determined by checking the 
pairwise union of disjoint subnets (in preferred orientation) for cycles. If a pair of induced disjoint 
subnets A and B in preferred irection contains a cycle, then one of AUB or AUB must be cycle-free 
if the web admits a full flow. (Note that A U B is not a candidate since it must also contain a cycle if 
A U B does.) In fact, exactly one of these two orientations for A and B will produce a full flow when 
considered in conjunction with F,  and this may be determined by checking for cycles in A U B U F 
and B U A U F. 
It is necessary to check all pairs of induced intersecting disjoint subnets and to merge them ap- 
propriately with the fixed net F if they would create a cycle in preferred orientation. The following 
lemma proves that checking pairs of subnets is sufficient; not all subsets need be considered. 
Lemma 4.4. I f  web G* admits a full flow, then if the union of k (>>, 3) induced subnets with preferred 
orientation contains a directed cycle, then some pair of them also creates a cycle. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that if the hypothesis is true, then some l (< k) of the nets also create a 
directed cycle. 
Let C be a directed cycle involving k nets in preferred orientation. Assume C is directed clockwise 
and consists of m (>/k) paths of nets q ,  c2, . . . ,  cm. Note that none of the ci may be part of the fixed 
net, since then one of the (adjacent) induced nets would cross it counter-properly; such counter-proper 
intersections have been removed in the previous tage. Furthermore, F does not pass through C since 
again one of the induced nets would then cross it improperly. See Fig. 17. 
Define Tail(ci) as the subset of the net containing c4 that precedes ci (in preferred irection), and 
Head(ci) as the subset of the net containing ci that follows c4 (in preferred irection). 
Let x be the vertex of intersection of Cm and el. Let y be the vertex of intersection of cl and c2. 
Let v 1 be an arbitrary extreme vertex on Tail(c1) and ~1 (E Tail(c1)) be a path from vl to z. Let v2 
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Fig. 17. Preferred cycles. 
t17 
be an arbitrary extreme vertex on Tail(c2) and t 2 (E Tail(c2)) be a path from 13 2 to y. Since vl and 13 2 
are extreme vertices, they are also on the forced net. 
Let h be an arbitrary path in Head(cm) from z to an extreme vertex. Then h enters a region bounded 
by tl, cl, t2 and F.  Since h must not cross F improperly, it must first cross one of: 
• tl: Then tl U h creates a directed cycle and the two associated nets create a cycle. 
• t2: Then there exists a cycle with m - 1 paths from the nets (namely without q) .  
• q :  If h enters the cycle, it must cross one of the ei (i > 1), creating a cycle with fewer than m 
paths (at least q may be omitted). 
In the two latter cases, the cycle discovered may still involve k nets, however epeated applications 
of the argument must produce a directed cycle with fewer nets, as m is strictly decreasing. [] 
There is one final stage required. An induced subnet I may now intersect F both properly and 
improperly since F is now a superset of the initial fixed net. Such subnets are in fact forced and it is 
therefore necessary to check each of the remaining induced subnets for forcedness with F,  and choose 
either subnet I or 7 accordingly. 
4.3. Algorithm to orient the edges of an ordered web 
The full algorithm for the ordered case can now be summarized as follows. 
Given a web G*, compute an initial approximation F of the fixed net and a set of induced subnets 
I i ,  I2,. •. ,  Ik with mirror subnets I I ,  I2, • • •, Ik via the bundling information. 
(In the following, whenever a subnet is chosen, its mirror subnet is discarded.) 
Repeat until  no change to F:  
• for all unforced subnets I do 
- if I U F contains a cycle then F := F U 7 
- if 7 U F contains a cycle then F := F U I 
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{all remaining subnets intersect F consistently} 
Relabel all remaining pairs of induced subnets o that I flows in the preferred irection. 
For all induced disjoint pairs of subnets A, B do 
• If A U B U F contains a cycle then 
- i fAUBUFconta insacyc le thenF : :FUAUB 
else F := F U A U B 
{Induced nets must be checked again individually for forcedness} 
Repeat until no change to F: 
• for all unforced subnets I do 
- if 1 U F contains a cycle then F := F U 7 
- if I U F contains a cycle then F := F U a r
{all remaining nets intersect F consistently} 
Merge the remaining induced nets into F in preferred irection. 
F now represents a network on G*. If F contains no cycle, then it represents a full flow. If F 
contains a cycle, then web G* does not admit a full flow. 
Analysis. The bundling information is computable in O(n) time. Note that cycles may be detected 
in directed graphs in linear time [1] and thus the two REPEAT loops require O(n 3) time. The FOR 
loop involving pairs of subnets determines the overall complexity of the algorithm. There may be 
69(n) subnets and hence O(n 2) calls to the first cycle detection procedure, which requires a second 
call to the cycle detector. Thus, the complexity of the algorithm is O(n4). For a given graph, recall 
that O(n 3) webs must be generated and checked with the above algorithm and hence the Full Flow 
Existence problem has been shown to have an O(n 7) time solution. 
5. Strong visibility graphs 
A graph is a strong visibility graph if it corresponds to some layout of bars under the strong 8 model 
of visibility. A rather surprising result due to Andreae [2], is that the following recognition problem 
for strong-visibility graphs is NP-Complete. 
Input: A triconnected planar graph G. 
Output: Is G a strong-visibility graph? 
Note that all 4-connected planar graphs are strong-visibility graphs, as shown by Tamassia and 
Tollis [18]. All trees are also easily shown to have strong-visibility layouts. 
In light of Andreae's result, it is interesting to consider the effect that the introduction of weights 
and directions on edges has on strong-visibility. For unordered graphs, very little is known, but for 
ordered graphs, two of the three cases have been resolved. In the remainder of this section, only 
ordered graphs are considered. 
When constructing a layout corresponding to a given graph G, the difficulty is not so much in 
adjusting bars to achieve visibility, but rather to deny visibility between pairs of nonvisible bars. In 
general, the layout constructed by the previously described algorithms for bar-representable graphs 
may contain pairs of bars that abut without being visible and hence act to block visibility. This ability 
to block a visibility between a pair of bars without introducing a new visibility nicely demonstrates 
8 Two vertical bars are strongly visible if a horizontal line segment can be drawn between them intersecting oother bars. 





Fig. 18. e- vs strong-visibility. 
the difference between strong- and e-visibility. In Fig. 18, under an E-visibility model, the visibility 
between ~ and ~ may be blocked by a pair of bars ~ and ~ that abut without seeing each other. 
However, with a strong-visibility model, either ~ and 7, or ~ and ~ are visible even under any minor 
perturbation of the ends of ~ and ~. It is not difficult to formalize this argument to show that the set 
of strong visibility graphs is a proper subset of the bar representable graphs. 
5.1. Directed unweighted case 
Recall from Section 2, that for directed graphs, G is bar-representable iff the associated network 
N(G)  is: 
• planar; 
• acyclic; 
• balanced (i.e., for all vertices v ~ s, ~ there exist an incoming and outgoing arc to v). 
Tamassia and Tollis [18] showed that strong visibility may be verified by examining the structure 
of the internal faces of the directed graph. Define an arc that is adjacent to both the local source and 
local sink of a face as a joiner. Now, the result of Tamassia nd Tollis can be rephrased as: 




• every internal face has a joiner. 
5.2. Directed weighted case 
If weights and directions are specified, then there is a great deal of structural information present. 
In particular, there are two facts concerning zero weights that are immediately evident. 
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Fig. 19. Arrangement of 0-weighted arcs. 
Fig. 20. No weighted strong layout. 
Fact 1. A vertex can have at most four incident O-weighted arcs. Furthermore, the arrangement about 
v must be ordered as in Fig. 19. 
Fact 2. A zero weight may only occur between the top of one bar and the bottom of another 
Consider the graph in Fig. 20. Although it is a strong-visibility graph in its unweighted form, there is 
no strong layout hat preserves the indicated weights. (Note that the conditions of Fact 1 are violated.) 
Surprisingly, only a small change is required to the previous conditions described by Tamassia nd 
Tollis, to characterize directed weighted strong visibility graphs; namely that no joiner may have a 
weight of zero. 
Theorem 5.1. G is a strong visibility graph iff the associated network N(G)  is 
• planar," 
• acyclic; 
• balanced (i.e., for all vertices v 7 ~ s, t inwt(v) = outwt(v)); 
• every internal face has a positive joiner 
Proof. (3 )  Since G must be a strong visibility graph in its unweighted form, it is clear that 
the conditions described by Tamassia and Tollis must hold. Suppose, however that there exists 
a face F defined by a zero-weighted arc (u,v) and a sequence of at least two arcs (U, Wl), 
(Wl, W2),-.-, (Wk-1, Wk), (Wk, V). Note that weight((u, Wl) ) and weight((wk, v)) are both strictly 
greater than zero as a consequence of Fact 1. Chord (u, v) is also incident on another face E. On 
E, let x be the vertex adjacent to u and y be the vertex adjacent to v. As a consequence of Fact 1, 
the two arcs on u and v must be oriented as (x, u) and (v, y). However, arc (u, v) now violates the 
conditions of Fact 2, yielding a contradiction. 
(~)  Suppose the conditions of the lemma are met and the layout algorithm for bar-representable 
graphs, in Section 2, is applied, This algorithm could fail to produce a strong layout for N(G)  for 
two reasons: 
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• New zero weighted edges may be introduced by the algorithm that are not present in N(G). Let 
g and g be a pair of bars produced by the algorithm visible with zero weight but (u, v) is not an 
arc in N(G). There are two subcases to examine: 
- g and ~ abut in the same level. Then either, u and v appear in some face of N(G) with 
no positive joiner, or there is a positive joiner between u and v and hence there exists a 
pseudovertex and hence g and ~ are not visible. 
- g and g appear in different levels. Without loss of generality, assume BOTTOM(g) = TOP(Y) 
and there are no bars between g and ~ that intersect the visibility segment. Consider the unique 
face F containing u and v. Since g's bottom is on F, u has one incoming and one outgoing 
arc incident on F, as does g and hence F can have no joiner. 
• Edges of zero weight may not be properly produced by the algorithm. There are three subcases: 
- Suppose the zero weight occurs at BOTTOM(g) on g and not at TOP(Y). Then the joiner for 
the face above the (u, v) has zero weight. 
- Suppose the zero weight occurs in the middle of bar g and consider the two faces on (u, v). If 
there is an incoming arc to v, on either face, then (u, v) is the joiner (a contradiction since its 
weight is zero). Therefore, both arcs on v must be outgoing, implying that the total inweight(v) 
is zero. 
- There is a bar w that blocks the zero visibility of (u, v). Such a bar must abut on the visibility 
line segment between u and v. Assume without loss of generality, TOP(g) = BOTTOM(Y) = 
BOTTOM(~) and N is the rightmost such bar between g and ~. Then the face above arc (u, v) 
can have no positive joiner. 
Given a directed weighted graph, the construction of N(G) and the checking of the above conditions 
can be performed in O(n) time in a manner similar to the corresponding bar-representable case. 
5.3. Weighted case 
It remains an open problem to determine whether agiven weighted (but undirected) graph is a strong- 
visibility graph. Since the class of strong-visibility graphs is a proper subset of the bar-representable 
graphs, one possible approach to this problem would be to adapt he algorithm developed in Section 4 
by adding constraints to ensure that each face ultimately has a positive joiner. In fact, it is only the 
final merge step that requires modification. Although it is difficult to incorporate the positive joiner 
condition directly into the net framework, there are equivalent characterizations that are somewhat 
more amenable. An alternate approach is to first determine a bar-representable layout for the given 
graph and then adjust the bars to conform to the strong-visibility model. However, both approaches 
appear to require global information that is not algorithmically easily obtained. 
6.  Conc lus ion  
We have presented a polynomial time solution to the problem of determining whether a given 
weighted undirected graph is bar-representable, when ordering information is specified (for example, 
when a particular embedding of the graph must be respected). The problem was rephrased as a flow 
problem, namely, to determine an orientation of the edges of the graph which admits a full flow (that 
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is, a flow using the edge weights to full capacity). In order to determine such a flow, the algorithm 
built equivalence classes of edges based on local and global information, in particular, on the ordering 
information. 
The problem of determining weighted bar-representability when the graph ordering is not specified, 
relies heavily on the algorithm for the ordered case presented here. The critical issue becomes the 
limiting of the number of orderings to avoid an exponential overhead. Again, a polynomial time 
algorithm can be designed for the unordered case, however the approach is quite different and will be 
addressed in a subsequent paper. 
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